WITH ADVANCES in computer hardware and software, it is possible to model material processing, product manufacturing, product performance in service, and failure. Although the fine-tuning of product manufacturing and performance is empirical, modeling can be an efficient tool to guide and optimize design, to evaluate material attributes, and to predict lifetime and failure. Moreover, modeling can be used as a research tool for a more fundamental understanding of physical phenomena that can result in the development of improved or new products.
WITH ADVANCES in computer hardware and software, it is possible to model material processing, product manufacturing, product performance in service, and failure. Although the fine-tuning of product manufacturing and performance is empirical, modeling can be an efficient tool to guide and optimize design, to evaluate material attributes, and to predict lifetime and failure. Moreover, modeling can be used as a research tool for a more fundamental understanding of physical phenomena that can result in the development of improved or new products.
This article is concerned with the numerical simulation of the forming of aluminum alloy sheet metals. In order to design a process for a specific material, it is necessary to account for the attributes of the material in the simulations. Although the numerical methods are generic and can be applied to any material, constitutive models, that is, the mathematical descriptions of material behavior, are material-specific. Therefore, macroscopic and microscopic aspects of the plastic behavior of aluminum alloys are reviewed first. The following are then discussed to cover theoretical and implementation aspects of sheet metal forming simulation:
Constitutive equations suitable for the description of aluminum alloy sheets Testing procedures and analysis methods used to measure the relevant data needed to identify the material coefficients Tensile and compressive instabilities in sheet forming. For tensile instability, both strain-and stress-based forming-limit curves are discussed. 
Material Modeling

Plasticity of Aluminum Alloys
Macroscopic Observations. Aspects of the plastic deformation and ductility of aluminum alloys at low and moderate strain rates and subjected to monotonic loading or to a few load cycles are briefly discussed here. The stressstrain behavior at low strain is almost always reversible and linear. The elastic range, however, is bounded by the yield limit, the stress above which permanent or inelastic deformations occur. In the plastic range, the flow stress, described by a stress-strain curve, increases with the amount of accumulated plastic strain and becomes the new yield stress if the material is unloaded.
In general, it is considered that plastic deformation occurs without any volume change and that hydrostatic pressure has no influence on yielding. Experiments conducted at high confinement pressure showed that, although very small, a pressure effect is quantifiable (Ref 2, 3) . However, practically, this effect can be neglected for aluminum alloys at low confinement pressure. A feature common in aluminum alloys is the Bauschinger effect. This occurs when a material is deformed up to a given strain, unloaded, and loaded in the reverse directiontypically, tension followed by compression. The yield stress after strain reversal is lower than the flow stress before unloading from the first deformation step.
The flow stress of an alloy depends on the testing temperature. Moreover, at low absolute temperature compared to the melting point, time usually has a very small influence on the flow stress and plasticity in general. However, at higher temperatures, strain-rate effects are important. In fact, it has been observed that strain rate and temperature have virtually identical effects on plasticity. Raising the temperature under which an experiment is carried out is similar to decreasing the strain rate. Temperature has another influence on plasticity. When subjected to a constant stress smaller than the yield limit, a material can deform by creep. A similar phenomenon, called relaxation, corresponds to a decrease in the applied stress when the strain is held constant.
Microscopic Aspects. Commercial aluminum alloys used in forming operations are polycrystalline. They are composed of numerous grains, each with a given lattice orientation with respect to macroscopic axes. At low temperature compared to the melting point, metals and alloys deform by dislocation glide or slip on given crystallographic planes and directions, which produces microscopic shear deformations (Ref 4) . Therefore, the distribution of grain orientations-the crystallographic textureplays an important role in plasticity. Because of the geometrical nature of slip deformation, strain incompatibilities arise between grains and produce micro-residual stresses, which macroscopically lead to a Bauschinger effect. Slip results in a gradual lattice rotation as deformation proceeds. After slip, dislocations accumulate at microstructural obstacles and increase the slip resistance for further deformation, leading to strain hardening with its characteristic stress-strain curve.
At higher temperature, more slip systems can be available to accommodate the deformation (Ref 5) , but grain-boundary sliding becomes more predominant. For instance, superplastic forming occurs mainly by grain-boundary sliding (Ref 6) . In this case, the grain size and shape are important parameters. Atomic diffusion is also another mechanism that affects plastic deformation at high temperature and contributes to creep as well as the accommodation of stress concentrations that arise due to grain-boundary sliding.
Commercial aluminum alloys contain secondphase particles. These phases are present in materials by design in order to control either the microstructure, such as the grain size, or mechanical properties, such as strength (Ref 7, 8) .
However, some amounts of second phases are undesired. In any case, the presence of these nonhomogeneities alters the material behavior because of their differences in elastic properties with the matrix, such as in composite materials, or because of their interactions with dislocations. In both cases, these effects produce incompatibility stresses that lead to a Bauschinger effect.
The mechanisms of failure intrinsic to materials are flow localization and fracture. Localization tends to occur in the form of shear bands, either microbands, which tend to be crystallographic, or macrobands, which are not (Ref 9) . Macroscopic necking in thin sheet occurs under either three-dimensional conditions (e.g., diffuse necking) or plane-strain conditions (e.g., localized, through-thickness necking). Ductile fracture is generally the result of a mechanism of void nucleation, growth, and coalescence (Ref 10) . The associated microporosity leads to volume changes, although the matrix is plastically incompressible, and hydrostatic pressure affects the material behavior. At low temperature compared to the melting point, second phases are principally the sites of damage. The stress concentration around these phases leads to void nucleation, and growth occurs by plasticity. Coalescence is the result of plastic flow microlocalization of the ligaments between voids. At higher temperature, where creep becomes dominant, cavities nucleate at grain boundaries by various mechanisms, including grain sliding and vacancy coalescence. Generally, materials subjected to creep and superplastic forming exhibit higher porosity levels than those formed at lower temperature.
Constitutive Behavior
General Approach. Constitutive laws in materials generally consist of a state equation and evolution equations. The state equation describes the relationship between the strain rate (_ e), stress (s), temperature (T), and state variables (x k ), which represent the microstructural state of the material (Ref 11) . The porosity of a material and a measure of the accumulated plastic deformation, such as the effective strain or the dislocation density, are a few examples of the variables x k . The state equation can be expressed mathematically, for instance, in a scalar form for uniaxial deformation, as:
_ e=_ e (s, T, x k ) ( Eq 1)
The evolution equations describe the development of the microstructure through the change of the state variables and can take the form:
Because slip plays a major role in plasticity, it is important to look at this mechanism in terms of both its kinetic effect on strain hardening and its geometrical effect on anisotropy. The Kocks and Mecking approach (Ref 12) has laid the foundations for many subsequent studies by connecting the dislocation density to the flow stress. With this type of approach, it is possible to model the influence of parameters describing the microstructure, such as grain size, second phases, and solutes. Other approaches to strain hardening include dislocation dynamics and atomistic computation. However, these methods are very computationally intensive at this time and not appropriate for forming simulations.
The description of crystal plasticity has been very successful over the last few decades. This approach is based on the geometrical aspect of plastic deformation, slip and twinning in crystals, and on averaging procedures over a large number of grains. The crystallographic texture is the main input to these models, but other parameters, such as the grain shape, can also be included. It is a multiaxial approach and involves tensors instead of scalar variables. One of the outputs of a polycrystal model is the concept of the yield surface, which generalizes the concept of uniaxial yield stress for a multiaxial stress state. Polycrystal models can be used in multiscale simulations of forming, but they are usually expensive in time, and the relevant question is to know if their benefit is worth the cost. Polycrystal modeling aspects have been treated in a large number of publications and books, such as in Ref 4, 13 , and 14.
The state variables do not need to be connected to a specific microstructural feature. In this case, Eq 1 and 2 define a macroscopic model with state (or internal) variables. In fact, for forming applications, macroscopic models appear to be more appropriate. Because of the scale difference between the microstructure and a stamped part, the amount of microscopic material information necessary to store in a forming simulation would be excessively large. It is not possible to track all of the relevant microstructural features in detail. Therefore, lumping them all in a few macroscopic variables seems to be more appropriate and efficient.
Constitutive Modeling for Aluminum Alloys. At the continuum scale, for a multiaxial stress space, plastic deformation is well described with a yield surface, a flow rule, and a hardening law. The yield surface in stress space separates states producing elastic and elastoplastic deformation. It is a generalization of the tensile yielding behavior to multiaxial stress states. Plastic anisotropy is the result of the distortion of the yield surface shape due to the material microstructural state. Reference 15 discusses different phenomena attached to the yield surface shape at a macroscopic scale.
Certain properties of the continuum yield functions can be obtained from microstructural considerations. Bishop and Hill (Ref 16) showed that for a single crystal obeying the Schmid law (i.e., dislocation glide occurs when the resolved shear stress on a slip system reaches a critical value), the resulting yield surface is convex, and the associated strain increment is normal to it. Furthermore, they extended this result to a polycrystal by averaging the behavior of a representative number of grains in an elementary volume without making any assumption about the interaction modes between grains or the uniformity of the deformation gradient. These results provide a good support for the use of the associated flow rule, which stipulates that the strain rate (increment) is normal to the yield surface.
Regardless of the shape of the yield surface, strain hardening can be isotropic or anisotropic. The former corresponds to an expansion of the yield surface without distortion. Any other form of hardening is anisotropic and leads to different properties in different directions after deformation, even if the material is initially isotropic. Whether the yield surface expands, translates, or rotates as plastic deformation proceeds, a shape must be defined to account for initial anisotropy.
If the yield surface distorts during deformation, a unique shape can still be used to describe an average material response over a certain deformation range (Ref 17) . Because mechanical data are used as input, these models can still be relatively accurate when the strain is moderate. This is typically the case for sheet forming. However, for larger strains and for abrupt strain path changes, evolution is an issue (for instance, see Ref 18 to 26) . Nevertheless, the description of plastic anisotropy based on the concept of yield surfaces and isotropic hardening is convenient and time-efficient for engineering applications such as forming-process simulations. Moreover, the translation of a yield surface (kinematic hardening), which captures phenomena such as the Bauschinger effect, can be easily integrated in an FE formulation.
In view of the previous section, it is obvious that it is difficult to develop constitutive models for forming applications that capture all the macroscopic and microscopic phenomena involved in plastic deformation and ductile fracture. Therefore, the discussion is mostly restricted to behavior where isotropic hardening is a good approximation. Practically, this approach is robust and reasonably accurate in many situations. In classical plasticity, the material description is fully defined using the following set of equations:
where s ij and _ e ij are the stress and strain-rate tensor components, and _ l is a proportionality factor. The overdot indicates the derivative with respect to time. The variable h is the strainhardening law (function), which expands the yield surface as plastic deformation accumulates. The symbol " s is the effective stress, and " e is the work-equivalent effective strain defined incrementally as:
The last expression is an abbreviation of the summation using the Einstein convention. Any repeated index indicates the summation of a product over 1 to 3. Note that this formulation (Eq 3 to 6) is consistent with the general framework defined by Eq 1 and 2. The problem reduces to the definitions of the hardening law and yield function, h and " s (or W), respectively. The Swift power law (Ref 27) , a very popular approximation of the hardening function h, is defined as:
where K and n are the strength coefficient and strain-hardening exponent, respectively. The symbol e 0 is another coefficient that, if equal to zero, reduces Eq 7 to the Hollomon (Ref 28) hardening law. However, one of the outcomes of the dislocation-based Kocks and Mecking approach mentioned previously is that, macroscopically, the strain-hardening behavior for aluminum alloys can be better described with the Voce law (Ref 29):
where A, B, and C are constant coefficients. Therefore, this equation is often preferred to represent the hardening behavior of aluminum alloys, although, as discussed in the section "Test Data Analysis" in this article, is necessary to understand the consequences of the fitting procedure on the modeled material response. It can be assumed that the effects of temperature and strain rate can be included in the formulation through h, for instance, using h=h(" e, _ " e,T). As an example, a practical way to include strain-rate effects is to separate this variable from strain hardening through the use of the strain-rate sensitivity parameter m:
where g is the strain-hardening law at the reference strain rate _ " e r , and m is the strain-rate sensitivity parameter defined as:
It is worthy to note that the strain-rate sensitivity parameter m is very close to zero for most aluminum alloys at room temperature. However, m can be slightly higher at low temperature and relatively large at higher temperature (Ref 30) 
With respect to the stress tensor components s k , the deviatoric stresses S k are given by:
The yield function in Eq 11 can be framed into the general form of Eq 3, using the simple transformation W = (w/2) 1/a . The exponent "a" is related to the crystal structure of the lattice, that is, 6 for body-centered cubic (bcc) and 8 for face-centered cubic (fcc) materials (Ref 33, 34) . This was established as a result of many polycrystal simulations. Therefore, although this model is macroscopic, it contains some information pertaining to the structure of the material.
For the description of incompressible plastic anisotropy, many yield functions have been suggested based on the isotropic-hardening assumption (Ref [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Among them, Cazacu and Barlat (Ref 39) introduced a general formulation that originated from the rigorous theory of representation of tensor functions. However, with this approach, the conditions for the convexity of the yield surface are difficult to impose. As mentioned previously in this section, the convexity has a physical basis, and, in addition, this property ensures numerical stability in computer simulations. For this reason, a particular case of this general theory, which is based on linearly transformed stress components, has received more attention. Barlat where T is a matrix that transforms the Cauchy stress tensor s to its deviator s: (Eq 14)
In Eq 13,s 0 ands 00 are the linearly transformed stress deviators, while C 0 and C 00 (or L 0 and L 00 ) are the matrices containing the anisotropy coefficients. Specific forms of these matrices are given subsequently for materials exhibiting the orthotropic symmetry, that is, with three mutually orthogonal planes of symmetry at each point of the continuum, such as in sheet metals or tubes. The unit vectors describing the symmetry axes are denoted by x, y, and z, which, for sheet materials, correspond to the rolling, transverse, and normal directions, respectively.
Anisotropic For a full three-dimensional stress state, the linear transformations can be expressed in the most general form with the following matrices: where Ė i represents the principal values of the plastic strain-rate tensor _ e, and _ " e is the effective strain rate defined using the plastic work equivalence principle with the effective stress " s (Eq 6). The constant k defines the size of the potential, and the exponent "b" was shown to be 3 / 2 and 4 / 3 for an optimal representation of bcc and fcc materials, respectively. For orthotropic materials, the principal values _ E i of a linearly transformed plastic strain rate tensor _ e, that is:
where B is the matrix containing six anisotropy coefficients, are substituted for Ė 1 in Eq 20. This formulation reduces to isotropy when B becomes the identity matrix (i.e., _ e=_ e). However, it is generally accepted that six coefficients are not sufficient to describe the plastic behavior of anisotropic aluminum alloy sheets very accurately. Therefore, a formulation that accounts for two linear transformations on the traceless plastic strain-rate tensor _ e was recently introduced:
where _ e=T_ e is another expression of the traceless plastic strain-rate tensor, necessary to ensure that the strain-rate potential is a cylinder through the transformation represented by T defined previously. The specific strainrate potential, called Srp2004-18p, was postulated (Ref 53): Ref 56) improved a procedure for biaxial testing of cruciform specimens machined from thin sheets, and for measuring the first quadrant of the yield locus (both stresses positive). In these tests, the onset of plastic deformation is detected from temperature measurements of specimens using an infrared thermocouple positioned at an optimized distance. This method is based on the fact that the specimen temperature drops first due to thermoelastic cooling and then rises significantly when dissipative plastic flow initiates. In spite of this and other types of improvements, multiaxial testing is tedious, difficult to conduct and interpret, and not suitable for quick characterization of anisotropy. This is more a technique for careful verifications of concepts and theories. Therefore, more practical and time-efficient methods are required to test materials and identify material coefficients in constitutive equations, in particular for sheets.
Anisotropic properties can be assessed by performing uniaxial tension tests in the x and y axes (rolling and transverse directions, respectively) and in a direction at h degrees with respect to x. Practically, the anisotropy is characterized by the yield stresses s 0 , s 45 , s 90 ; the r-values (width-to-thickness strain ratio in uniaxial tension) r 0 , r 45 , r 90 ; and their respective averages " q=(q 0 +2q 45 +q 90 )=4 and variations D" q=(q 0 72q 45 +q 90 )=2. For a better characterization of anisotropy, tensile specimens are cut from a sheet at angles of 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 from the rolling direction. Tension tests are usually conducted at room temperature (RT), and standard (ASTM International) methods are used to measure the yield stresses and r-values. For some aluminum alloys, however, the stressstrain curve exhibits serrations, resulting from nonhomogeneous deformation of the tensile specimen. For instance, Fig. 1 shows the engineering tensile stress-strain curves measured in the 0, 45, and 90 directions at RT for a 5019A-O sheet sample. Because this phenomenon is due to inhomogeneous plastic deformation, the plastic strains measured with extensometers are not reliable and can lead to erroneous r-values. In order to overcome this problem, tension tests can be conducted at a somewhat higher temperature, where serrated flow is suppressed. For instance, Fig. 1 shows the engineering stress/engineering strain curves in the 0, 45, and 90 tension directions measured at RT and at a temperature of 93 C (200 F) for a 5019A-H48 sheet sample (Ref 57) .
The balanced biaxial yield stress (s b ) is an important parameter to measure for sheet material characterization. This stress can be obtained by conducting a hydraulic bulge test (Ref 58) . Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of this test in which a sheet blank is clamped between a die with a large circular opening and a holder. A pressure, p, is gradually applied under the blank, which bulges in a quasi-spherical shape. The radius of curvature, R, and strains at the pole of the specimen are measured independently, using mechanical or optical instruments. The stress s = pR/2t is simply obtained from the membrane theory using the thickness, t. This test is interesting not only because it gives information on the yield surface, but also because it allows measurements of the hardening behavior up to strains of approximately twice those achieved in uniaxial tension. This is because geometrical instabilities occur during uniaxial tension (see the section "Strain-Based Forming-Limit Curves" in this article). However, the yield point is not well defined in the bulge test because of the low curvature of the specimen in the initial stage of deformation. As for uniaxial tension, this test can be conducted at different strain rates in order to assess the strain-rate sensitivity parameter m.
Because the biaxial stress state in the bulge test is not exactly balanced, measures of the corresponding strain state may lead to substantial errors. This is because the yield locus curvature is usually high in this stress state. Barlat et al. (Ref 41) proposed the disk-compression test, which gives a measure of the flow anisotropy for a balanced biaxial stress state, assuming that hydrostatic pressure has no influence on plastic deformation. In this test, a 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) disk is compressed through the thickness direction of the sheet. The strains measured in the x and y directions lead to a linear relationship in which the slope is denoted by r b by analogy to the r-value in uniaxial tension:
This parameter is a direct measure of the slope of the yield locus at the balanced biaxial stress state. Figure 3 shows deformed specimens for 6111-T4 aluminum alloy sheet samples processed with two different routes, and the corresponding strain measures performed during this test. Pöhlandt et al. (Ref 59) proposed to determine the parameter r b using the in-plane biaxial tension test.
Other tests can be used to characterize the material behavior of sheet samples. Directional tension of wide specimens can be used to characterize plane-strain tension anisotropy (Ref 60, 61) . This test does not produce a uniform state of stress within the specimen and generally leads to more experimental scatter than the uniaxial test.
Simple shear tests (Ref 62) can be carried out to characterize the anisotropic behavior of the simple shear flow stress. A relatively simple device mounted on a standard tensile machine is needed for this test. A rectangular specimen is clamped with two grips, which move in opposite directions relative to each other (Fig. 4) . By simply reversing the direction of the grip displacements, forward and reverse loading sequences can be conducted in order to measure the Bauschinger effect. In-plane tensioncompression tests of thin sheets have also been used for this purpose (Ref 63, 64) , but special precautions need to be taken because of the buckling tendency of the specimen during the compressive step.
Although the previously described tests and other experimental procedures are available to test materials in different stress states, it is not always possible to probe all of them. In this case, microstructural modeling can be used to replace the missing experimental data. For instance, the resistance to through-the-thickness shear of a sheet, s s , is not readily available from experimental measurements. However, crystal plasticity with a measure of the crystallographic texture of the sheet can be used to compute s s . A rougher approximation is to assume that this value is equal to the isotropic shear stress, which, using Eq 11 and 12, for pure shear (s 2 = Às 1 , s 3 = 0) is equal to:
Test Data Analysis. From the experimental tests, it is necessary to extract the right information that is most suitable for the identification of the constitutive parameters. For instance, the yield stresses can be used as input data to calculate the anisotropic yield function coefficients. However, as mentioned previously, the yield stress from the bulge test is not very accurate. Moreover, any stress at yield is determined in the region of the stress-strain curve where the slope is the steepest, which may involve additional inaccuracy. Finally, the yield stress is associated with a very small plastic strain and may not reflect the anisotropy of the material over a larger strain range. For these reasons, the flow stresses at equal amount of plastic work along different loading paths could be selected as input data instead of the yield stress. Figure 5 shows how the flow stresses in tension and balanced biaxial tension (bulge test) can be defined at equal amounts of plastic work (w p = Ð s 1j _ e 1j dt 1j , where t is the time). For many aluminum alloys, experimental observations show that after a few percent plastic strain, the flow stress anisotropy does not vary significantly, as illustrated by Fig. 6(a) and (b) .
In the examples shown later in this article, the stress-strain curves employed in the forming simulations were measured using the bulge test, whenever possible. This test is important because extrapolation of uniaxial tension curves with the Voce law usually leads to an underestimation of strain hardening for strains higher than the limit of uniform elongation in tension. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 (c), which shows the Voce approximation of the bulge test data using two different strain ranges, that is, from zero up to strains of 0.2 and 0.53. These strain ranges are typical for uniaxial tension and balanced biaxial tension (bulge), respectively, for annealed aluminum alloys. This figure illustrates the risks of extrapolating flow stresses beyond the range of strains that was used for the fit. The stress-strain curve extrapolated from the fit in the strain range 0-20% exhibits a much lower rate of strain hardening (ds/de) after 25% deformation compared to the curve obtained experimentally with the bulge test.
Similar remarks hold for r-values, which can be defined as instantaneous quantities near yield or as the standard slope of the width strain/ thickness strain curve over a given deformation range in tension. On one hand, the yield stresses and instantaneous r-values at yield seem to be appropriate to define the coefficients of the yield function. On the other hand, flow stresses defined at a given amount of plastic work and standard r-values can characterize the average behavior of the material over a finite deformation range. These values are more suitable and more descriptive of the average response of the material for sheet forming simulations. In this case, it would be more appropriate to talk about flow function and flow surface instead of yield function and yield surface, although, mathematically, yield or flow functions are identical concepts.
The anisotropy coefficients are calculated from flow stresses and r-values. For the yield function Yld2000-2d, the eight coefficients are computed numerically, using a Newton-Raphson numerical solver using eight input data: the flow stresses s 0 , s 45 90 , and r b . The remaining inputs, related to the through-thickness properties, are assumed to be equal to the isotropic values or are computed with a crystal-plasticity model ( Ref 42) . As an illustration of Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p, the predicted directionalities of the uniaxial flow stress and r-value for a 5019A-H48 aluminum alloy sheet sample are compared with experimental results in Fig. 7 . This figure also shows that the yield function Yld91 (Ref 37), which uses only one linear transformation on the stress tensor, cannot properly capture the experimental variation of the r-value.
Tensile Instability
The success of a sheet-forming operation can be limited by several phenomena, such as plastic flow localization, fracture, and buckling. For a given forming operation, the sheet may undergo deformation up to a given strain prior to failure by one of the limiting phenomena. In this section, analyses for plastic flow localization are discussed.
Strain-Based Forming-Limit Curves. The forming-limit curve (FLC) corresponds to the maximum admissible local strains achievable just before necking. This curve is usually plotted on axes representing the major (e 1 ) and the minor (e 2 ) strains in the plane of a sheet. Actually, for anisotropic materials, the major strain in the In the MK model, an infinite sheet metal is assumed to contain an imperfection, which is represented as a linear band of infinite size whose thickness t I is smaller than the thickness of the homogeneous region of the sheet, t. The superscript "I" is used here for all the variables in the imperfection. Quantitatively, this two-zone material is characterized by parameter D:
There is no imperfection when both thicknesses are identical, that is, when parameter D reduces to 0, and no plastic flow localization can be predicted with the MK model. However, if D has a starting value larger than zero, it will increase as plastic deformation proceeds. At each step of the calculation, the ratio of the effective strain rate in the homogeneous region ( _ " e) to the effective stain rate in the imperfection ( _ " e I ) is evaluated. Plastic flow localization occurs when this ratio approaches 0. The basic equations of the MK model are related to equilibrium and compatibility requirements. The first condition indicates that the force perpendicular to the necking band is transmitted from the homogeneous region to the imperfection, whereas, the second requirement indicates that the elongation in the direction of the necking band is identical in both regions. For materials exhibiting isotropy or planar isotropy (same properties in any direction in the plane of the sheet), the main equilibrium equation of the MK model reduces to the following form:
where h(" e) is the hardening law, and " s 1 =s 1 =" s is the maximum principal stress normalized by the effective stress.
The MK model also suggests the necking direction per se. In the negative r range (r = de 2 / de 1 j0) lying between uniaxial tension and plane-strain tension, the necking direction is at an angle with respect to the maximum principal strain. However, in the biaxial stretching range (both e 1 and e 2 are positive), necking occurs mainly in a direction perpendicular to the major principal strain, which corresponds to the assumption of Eq 28. The product of the three quantities within the square brackets on the left side of Eq 28 must be constant. The first quantity (1ÀD) is related to the imperfection, and it decreases when D increases. However, the two other quantities tend to balance the equation. Because of the smaller thickness, there is more plastic deformation and consequently more plastic work in the necking band than in the homogeneous region. Therefore, the ratio h(" e I )=h(" e) becomes larger than 1. In addition, it has been shown (Ref 70) that the stress state in the imperfection moves toward a plane-strain state. Thus, the ratio " s I 1 =" s 1 also increases, because the yield stress is at a maximum stationary value for plane strain. As a result, the increasing defect size is counterbalanced by two types of material hardening. The first one is strain hardening, whereas the second one, termed yield-surface shape hardening (Ref 71) , is related to the yield surface shape. In particular, it has been shown that the ratio P = s p /s b of the plane-strain to balanced biaxial yield stresses is a good parameter to evaluate sheet stretchability (Ref 71) . When this ratio is much larger than 1, as it is for an isotropic von Mises material (P % 1.15), the predicted limit strain for balanced biaxial stretching is very large. However, the isotropic Tresca material, for which P = 1, exhibits a very low forming limit for the same strain path (Ref 72). For plane-strain tension, the ratio " s I 1 =" s 1 is always equal to 1, regardless of the yield surface shape, and Eq 28 becomes:
This explains why the plane-strain deformation state always leads to the lowest forming limit. Materials cannot take advantage of the yieldsurface shape-hardening effect in this deformation state, and only strain hardening is available to counterbalance the imperfection growth. The previous analysis can also be used to explain qualitatively the effects of strain-rate sensitivity and kinematic hardening on formability. For strain-rate-sensitive materials, the left side of Eq 28 is multiplied by an additional (strain-rate) hardening term, ( _ " e I = _ " e) m , where m is the strain-rate sensitivity parameter. Because the strain rate is larger in the necking band than in the homogeneous region, this parameter is larger than 1, when m is positive, and therefore tends to stabilize plastic flow. If kinematic hardening applies, the yield surface moves toward the stress or strain-rate direction without changing its shape. This has the effect of decreasing the ratio P and consequently the forming limit, as predicted by Tvergaard (Ref 73) .
Needleman and Triantafyllidis (Ref 74) showed that the imperfection can be attributed to material heterogeneities. In particular, it can be viewed as a difference in surface area transmitting the load. Hence, it can be assumed that internal damage mostly is responsible for the imperfection. In this context, damage is defined as the nucleation, growth, and coalescence of microvoids in a material due to plastic deformation. Studies of damage based on microscopic observations and probability calculations have shown that the order of magnitude of D in Eq 28 for typical commercial alloys is 0.4% (Ref [75] [76] [77] . In the following discussion, the value of 1ÀD = 0.996 has been used to quantitatively characterize the imperfection. Figure 8 shows an FLC computed for a 2008-T4 alloy sheet sample using two yield surfaces (Ref 78) . The first yield condition was described with the function Yld89 (Ref 36), a particular case of Yld2000-2d. The second yield condition was based on the Bishop and Hill (Ref 16) crystal-plasticity model. The same Voce-type work-hardening law, Eq 8, was used for both simulations. Both predictions are in good agreement with experimental data. In the stretching range, the imperfection orientation was assumed to be perpendicular to one of the orthotropic axes (rolling or transverse direction). The FLC was the lowest of the two curves calculated for the major strain either in the rolling or in the transverse direction. Experience in such computations shows that, for weakly textured materials, the forming limit is minimal for either case. However, for strongly textured aluminum alloy sheet, this is not necessarily the case. The influence of texture and microstructure on the FLC has been investigated by many authors (Ref [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] .
Stress-Based Forming-Limit Curves. The previous discussion assumed that deformation occurs along linear strain paths, that is, r = de 2 / de 1 is constant. In practice, particularly for multistep forming, this is not the case. Moreover . These authors have shown that the FLC in stress space is path-independent and should be suitable to the analysis of any forming problem. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , the FLCs described in strain space with different prestrains are mapped to a single curve in stress space. This verifies the path independence of the stress-based FLC. Recently, Kuwabara et al. (Ref 96) measured the stress state near the forming limit of tube deformed using internal pressure and end feed under proportional and nonproportional loading conditions. These authors confirmed that the forming limit as characterized by the state of stress is insensitive to the loading history.
Although not practical in a press shop, the stress-based FLC can be very effective when it is used to assess the safety margins in finite element simulations of forming processes. In order to compute the stress-based FLC, a representation of the forming-limit behavior for proportional loading in strain space, that is, the locus of principal strains, is specified as follows:
where e 1 FLC and e 2 FLC are the coordinates of the FLC for linear strain paths, that is, major and minor principal strains. These points can be either measured or calculated, for instance, with the MK model. The strain path r = e 2 FLC /e 1 FLC is consistent with the definition in the previous Because Eq 30 is assumed to accurately characterize the strain-based forming limit under proportional loading, it can be used with a plasticity model (yield function and strain hardening) to calculate the path-independent stress-based FLC, which can be similarly represented as:
In Eq 31, a is the ratio of the minor to the major principal stresses (s 2 FLC /s 1 FLC ) of the stress-based FLC.
Although this FLC is assumed to be pathindependent, the stresses calculated in the finite element (FE) analysis are path-dependent variables. Therefore, it is necessary to monitor the stress state at each step of the computation and determine if it is below or above the stress-based FLC. For this purpose, it is convenient to use a single parameter to monitor the formability margin, as follows ( Ref 95):
where:
In Eq 32, c C is a single stress-scaling factor representing the degree of formability according to the criteria:
The formability margin as defined previously is based on the assumption that the forming limit is isotropic in the plane of the sheet. This assumption justifies the use of principal stresses and the representation of the forming limit as a curve in a two-dimensional diagram. In general, Graf and Hosford (Ref 90, 91) and others have shown that the forming limit is anisotropic. The method to deal with anisotropic data in stress-based FLC is explained in Ref 95.
Compressive Instability
Wrinkling occurs when a blank is subjected to compressive stresses during the forming process, as, for instance, in the flange of a cup during drawing, triggered by the elastoplastic buckling of the thin structure. Although the failure limit due to plastic flow localization can be simply defined by the FLC at each point of a continuum, the wrinkling limit cannot be defined with simple variables such as strain, stress, and thickness. Buckling is also strongly affected by the mechanical properties of the sheet material, the geometry of the blank, and contact conditions. The analysis of wrinkling initiation and growth is therefore difficult to perform due to the complex synergistic effects of the controlling parameters. Furthermore, commonly observed in instability phenomena, small variations of the parameters can result in widely different wrinkling behaviors. In the face of these difficulties, the study of wrinkling has generally been conducted case by case. A unique wrinkling criterion, which could be used effectively for various sheet-forming processes, has not been proposed yet.
Most of the studies related to wrinkling were carried out experimentally or analytically before the numerical simulation of stamping processes (Ref 97-99 ). An analytical bifurcation can give a useful estimate of the elastoplastic buckling of a plate with a basic geometrical shape and subjected to simple boundary conditions. This analysis, however, cannot be employed in general sheet metal forming processes. With the rapid development of computing power, wrinkling has also been studied using the FE method. Wrinkling can be analyzed in the same way as most buckling problems, that is, assuming a nonlinear elastic material behavior and ignoring complex contact conditions. Because wrinkling occurs in the plastic region, for a more realistic approach, the computations need to be based on an elastoplastic material model and take into account the complex contact conditions inherently present in sheet-forming processes.
Two types of buckling analyses are performed with the FE method: a bifurcation analysis of a structure without imperfection (Ref 100-103) and a nonbifurcation analysis, which assumes an initial imperfection or disturbing force due to load eccentricities (Ref [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] . Because the FE analyses of sheet metal forming processes involve strong nonlinearities in geometry, material, and contact, convergence problems are frequently observed. Nonbifurcation analyses sometimes lead to reasonable results, because all real structures have inherent imperfections, such as material nonuniformity or geometric unevenness. Thus, most wrinkling analyses have been carried out using a nonbifurcation analysis. However, the results obtained from a nonbifurcation analysis are sensitive to the amplitude of the initial imperfection, which is chosen arbitrarily. As a result, bifurcation algorithms have been implemented into the For a conservative system, the change of the total potential energy, DP, due to an admissible variation du of the displacement field u can be written as:
(Eq 35)
The second variation term must be positive definite for a stable system, a condition that can be written as:
where K ij represents the component of the tangent stiffness matrix K. Therefore, the stability limit is reached when matrix K ceases to be In sheet metal forming process simulations, it is difficult to find the exact bifurcation point, because the control parameters in most of the problems are based on displacements. As a consequence, the determinant in Eq 37 changes sign abruptly within one incremental step in implicit analyses. The bifurcation point is, therefore, found by checking each value of the diagonal terms of a triangular form of the stiffness matrix.
The FE solution past the bifurcation point should not be the primary branch (path) but the secondary or bifurcated branch (path). In most of the bifurcation problems, the eigenvector is orthogonal to the primary branch. Thus, the increment of the nodal displacement field along the secondary branch Du s can be simply taken as (Ref 100-103, 112, 113) :
In Eq 38, x is a positive scalar, which should be determined, and v is an eigenvector at a singular point, that is, calculated from the matrix identity:
In Eq 38, the trial increment Du s = v is used as an initial estimate for the Newton-type solution scheme, and it is updated during the iterations. The effect of magnitude of x on the wrinkling behavior is, therefore, eliminated. The details of this method are discussed in Ref 102 and 103.
Springback
Springback refers to the undesirable shape change due to the release of the tools after a sheet-forming operation. Previous studies indicated that the final part shape after springback depends on the amount of elastic energy stored in the part during forming (Ref 114-119) . Unfortunately, the elastic energy stored is a function of the process parameters, geometry of the tools and the blank, friction conditions, and material behavior. Moreover, the prediction of springback is very sensitive to the numerical parameters used in the simulations (Ref 120, 121) . Therefore, predicting and compensating springback are very complicated tasks. The analytical and FE approaches for the prediction of springback were very well summarized in Ref 122 (see also the article "Springback" in this Volume).
The elastic modulus and yield strength are the first-order material parameters that influence springback. This can be perceived intuitively by considering a stress-strain curve. During springback, when the tools are removed from a formed part, the material unloads elastically and, depending on the geometry, some elements can experience reloading in the reverse direction even beyond the yield limit. This plastic deformation can, in turn, influence the amount of springback. Due to the Bauschinger effect discussed previously, that is, the yield stress for reverse loading is lower than the flow stress just before unloading, the springback can be altered. Therefore, it is often necessary to account for the Bauschinger effect in springback simulations. The isotropic hardening is no longer valid, and an effective way to model this effect is to assume that the yield surface translates in stress space. This assumption, called kinematic hardening, was introduced by Prager (Ref 126) , and some modifications were proposed by Ziegler (Ref 127) . In order to describe the expansion and translation of the yield surface during plastic deformation, the combination of isotropic and kinematic hardening is also commonly used (Ref 128) . Other approaches based on two or multiple embedded yield surfaces account for the Bauschinger effect as well. Because the model proposed by Chaboche built on a single yield surface, its use in FE simulations is more cost-effective compared to the more sophisticated multisurface models. In addition to the Bauschinger effect, a transient hardening behavior is also observed during reverse loading, and some of the aforementioned models can account for this phenomenon. In particular, the Bauschinger effect as well as its associated transient behavior, which result from dislocation pattern reorganization, were effectively and elegantly modeled by Teodosiu and Hu (Ref 20) .
A formulation for kinematic hardening that can accommodate any yield function is well summarized in Ref 132 to 134. Assuming a homogenous yield function w of degree a, translated in stress space by the backstress a, a tensorial state variable, the yield condition can be expressed as:
where s ij are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor, and " s iso is the stress measuring the size of the yield surface. The rate of plastic work, _ w, dissipated during deformation becomes:
where _ e ij are the components of the strain rate (or rate of deformation) tensor. The effective quantities are now defined considering the following modified plastic work-equivalence relationship:
where _ " e is the effective plastic strain rate. As for isotropic hardening, the normality rule is assumed to hold, and the model is complete with the definition of an evolution equation for the backstress.
Finite Element Modeling
Nonlinear FE methods are becoming very popular in sheet metal forming process simulations. A problem is nonlinear if the forcedisplacement relationship depends on the current state, that is, on current displacement, force, and stress-strain relationship:
where u is a displacement vector, P a force vector, and K the stiffness matrix. Linear problems form a subset of nonlinear problems. For example, in classical linear elastostatics, this relationship can be written in the form:
where the stiffness matrix K is independent of both u and P. If the matrix K depends on other state variables, such as temperature, radiation, etc., but does not depend on displacement or loads, the problem is still linear. Similarly, if the mass matrix is constant, the following dynamic problem is also linear:
There are three sources of nonlinearities: material, geometry, and boundary condition. The material nonlinearity results from the nonlinear relationship between stresses and strains due to material plasticity. Geometric nonlinearity results from the nonlinear relationship between strains and displacements or the nonlinear relationship between stresses and forces. If the stress measure is energetically conjugate to the strain measure, both sources of nonlinearity have the same form. This type of nonlinearity is mathematically well defined but often difficult to treat numerically. Boundary conditions such as contact or friction are also sources of nonlinearities. This type of nonlinearity manifests itself in several real-life situations, for instance, in metal forming, gears, interfaces of mechanical components, pneumatic tire, and crash. A load on a structure causes nonlinearity if it changes with the displacement and deformation of the structure (such as pressure loading). Sheet metal forming processes include all of these three types of nonlinearities, in particular, elastoplastic material behavior, large rotations, and contacts between the tools and the blank.
General Kinematics
The kinematics of deformation can be described by Lagrangian, Eulerian, and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulations. In the Lagrangian method, the FE mesh is attached to the material and moves through space along with the material. In the Eulerian formulation, the FE mesh is fixed in space, and the material flows through the mesh. In the ALE formulation, the grid moves independently from the material, yet in a way that spans the material at any time. The Lagrangian approach can be further classified in two categories: the total and the updated Lagrangian methods. In the total Lagrangian approach, equilibrium is expressed with the original undeformed reference frame, while, in the updated Lagrangian approach, the current configuration acts as the reference frame. In the latter, the true or Cauchy stresses and an energetically conjugate strain measure, namely, the true strain, are used in the constitutive relationships. The updated Lagrange approach is useful in:
Analyses of shell and beam structure in which rotations are large so that the nonlinear terms in the curvature expressions may no longer be neglected Large strain-plasticity analyses in which the plastic deformations cannot be assumed to be infinitesimal In general, this approach can be used to analyze structure where inelastic behavior causes large deformations. The (initial) Lagrangian coordinate frame has little physical significance in these analyses, because inelastic deformations are, by definition, permanent. Therefore, the updated Lagrangian formulation is appropriate for the simulations of sheet metal forming processes. For theses analyses, the Lagrangian frame of reference is redefined at the last completed iteration of the current increment. The variational form of the equation for the static problem in the updated Lagrangian approach is given as: ð
where V is the volume considered, C is the surface on which the traction components f i are imposed, and s ij is the Cauchy stress. The linearized variational form of Eq 46 needed for the Newton-Raphson numerical solver can be written as: ð
The left side of Eq 47 corresponds to the material and geometric stiffness, while its right side is associated with the internal and external force vectors, respectively. In the FE method, the left side dominates the convergence rate, and the right side directly controls the accuracy of the solution.
Element Formulation
Finite element analyses of sheet metal forming processes can be broadly classified into three categories according to the element types used: membrane analysis (plane stress without bending stiffness), shell analysis (plane stress with bending stiffness), and continuum analysis (general stress state). For sheet metal forming simulations, the shell analysis is the most popular.
Wang Kinematic Hypotheses. The physical spatial region of the shell element is described with coordinates (j, g, f), as shown in Fig. 11 . The current position vector x of a generic point of the shell is defined by:
In Eq 48, the reference surface " x(j,g) is chosen to be the midsurface, that is " x(j, g)=x(j, g, f=0). The symbol x is the unit fiber vector emanating from the midsurface, and t is the shell thickness. Equation 48 is often referred to as straight normal assumption. Equation 48 prescribes a linearz-dependence, which constrains the unit fiber vector to remain straight but not necessarily normal to the reference surface. Equation 48 can be interpolated from the node positions to any point of a shell element through the shape functions:
where:z
In the previous equation, the subscript "p" ranges over the number of nodes per element N en . The shape functions, N p , are typically selected 802 / Process Design for Sheet Forming from the Lagrange interpolation family. The displacement, u, of a generic point is the difference between its current position, x, and its reference position, X:
where X(j, g,Z)= " X(j, g)+Z X(j,
with Du Á x=0. Equation 52 is referred to as the incremental rigid normal assumption. In addition, the kinematics of the shell element is defined in terms of the same shape functions introduced previously in Eq 49:
where the six global incremental nodal variables at the p th node are:
Static Hypotheses. In addition to the kinematics, the static hypotheses are used to exploit the relative insignificance of the stress component acting directly on the reference surface. The first static hypothesis, zero normal stress, simply consists of eliminating this component whenever it explicitly appears in the governing equations:
The second hypothesis is, in some sense, the time derivative of the zero normal stress because, if a quantity is identically zero, its derivative expressed in an appropriate frame should vanish as well: _ s 33 =0 (zero normal stress rate) ( Eq 57)
For details, the reader is referred to Ref 161.
Matrix Formulation
The assembled FE matrix of the linearized variational form in Eq 47 is obtained by replacing the incremental and variational displacements (Du and du) by their discrete element approximation and by incorporating the kinematic and static hypotheses, Eq 53 and 57. Then, the resulting equation is integrated elementwise over the entire problem domain. Using the arbitrariness of the weighting coefficients, the system of equations for the nodal displacement increments are: Numerical solution schemes are often referred to as being explicit or implicit. When a direct computation of the dependent variables can be made in terms of known quantities, the computation is said to be explicit. In contrast, when the dependent variables are defined by a coupled set of equations, an iterative technique is needed to obtain the solution, such as for Eq 58, and the numerical method is said to be implicit. As mentioned in the section "General Kinematics" in this article, the right side of Eq 58 controls the solution accuracy, and the left side dominates the convergence rate. Because the explicit method does not involve the left side, stiffness matrix assembling and convergence checking are not required. Therefore, it is very attractive when convergence is a big hurdle, as it may be for complicated sheet metal stamping problems. However, the explicit solution is only stable if the time step size is smaller than a critical value:
which guarantees the accuracy of the solution.
Here, v max is the largest natural frequency of the system (characteristics of the mesh size and material density). Usually, the explicit stable time step size is extremely small compared to the implicit solution (approximately 1000 smaller). Furthermore, the mesh size is proportional to 1/v max . Therefore, the stable time step size becomes smaller when the mesh size decreases.
In particular, when mesh refinement is conducted during the analysis, mesh sizes become approximately one quarter smaller per one time of mesh refinement. Because the stable time step size in an explicit code is determined by the minimum element length, it causes the analysis time to be much longer. In contrast, the implicit solution is always stable; that is, the time step can be arbitrarily large for a linear problem. For nonlinear problems, the implicit time step size may need to become smaller according to convergence difficulties.
Elastic-Plastic Stress Integration
Most rate-independent plastic models are formulated in terms of rate-type constitutive equations, for which the integration method has a considerable influence on the efficiency, accuracy, and convergence of the solution. In the simulation of sheet forming processes, the constitutive equation is integrated along an assumed deformation path. Among the infinite ways to assume the deformation path, the minimum plastic work path in homogeneous deformation has been found to have several advantages. Requirements for achieving minimum plastic work paths in homogeneous deformation are well documented in Ref 162 to 165. The minimum work path, which is also the proportional logarithmic (true) strain paths, is achieved under two conditions. First, the set of three principal axes of stretching is fixed with respect to the material; second, the logarithms of the principal stretches remain in a fixed ratio. The incremental deformation theory based on the minimum plastic work path enables convenient decoupling of deformation and rotation by the polar decomposition at each process increment. The resulting incremental constitutive law is frame-indifferent (objective), because the theory uses a materially embedded coordinate system. The incremental deformation theory is useful for the FE modeling of rigidplastic and elastoplastic constitutive formulations. In rigid plasticity, the theory was introduced for process analyses by Yang and Kim Continuum Models. The most popular scheme for stress integration is the predictorcorrector method (often called return mapping). This method is applied in two successive steps: the prediction step, during which a trial stress state is estimated, and the corrector step, during which a flow rule is applied by return mapping procedures in order to bring (project) the stress onto the yield surface or, in other words, to ensure the consistency condition (i.e., the stress state must be on the yield surface). During the return mapping procedure, a reasonable assumption for the deformation path must be imposed. A return mapping procedure was first introduced in the paper of Wilkins proposed the multistage return mapping method based on incremental deformation theory, which follows the minimum plastic work path. In this work, it was proven that, when the consistency condition and normality rule (strain increment normal to yield surface) are imposed, this new projection during the current unknown step becomes the closet point projection. The stress integration procedure is briefly summarized as follows.
The increment of the Cauchy stresses is given by applying the fourth-order elastic modulus tensor C e to the incremental second-order elastic strain tensor DeÀDe p :
in which De and De p are the total and plastic strain increments, respectively. The relationship in Eq 60 is assumed to be expressed in a material-embedded coordinate system. Therefore, it is objective with respect to (independent of) the material rotation. In order to follow the minimum plastic work path in the incremental deformation theory, the logarithmic plastic strain needs to remain normal to the yield surface at the representative stress state, that is:
where m=@" s=@s is a symbolic notation that represents the tensor of component m ij =@" s=@s ij . The condition stipulating that the updated stress stays on the strain-hardening curve provides the following equation:
where the subscript "n" denote quantities at step "n" in the simulation. The predictor-corrector scheme based on the Newton-Raphson method is generally used to solve the nonlinear system in Eq 62 for l=D" e p . However, while a mathematical solution to this equation does exist, it can be difficult to obtain numerically if the strain increment is not small enough. In the examples in the next section, a multistage return mapping procedure based on the control of the residual suggested by Yoon et al. (Ref 161 ) was employed. The proposed method is applicable to nonquadratic yield functions and general strain-hardening laws without a line search algorithm, even for a relatively large strain increment (10%). At the end of the step, when Eq 62 is solved, all kinematic variables and stresses are updated.
In order to consider the rotation of the anisotropic axes, a co-rotational coordinate system (constructed at each integration point), is defined and initially coincides with the material symmetry axes. For the examples discussed in the section "Application Examples" in this article, it is assumed that the orthogonality of the anisotropy axes is preserved during sheet forming under the isotropic hardening assumption. This assumption is generally considered as appropriate in sheet-forming process simulations. From the polar decomposition theorem, the deformation of a material element represented by the deformation gradient tensor, F, is the combination of a pure rotation, R, and a pure stretch, U (F = RU). The rotation of the anisotropy axes is updated incrementally at every step by the rotation amount (R) obtained from the polar decomposition (Fig. 12) . For instance, if at the first step o l and o m are the unit vectors coinciding with the rolling and transverse directions, respectively, the updated axes are given by:
Crystal-Plasticity Models. These models account for the deformation of a material by crystallographic slip and for the reorientation of the crystal lattice. The influence of crystal symmetry on elastic constants can be included, and the strain-hardening and cross-hardening effects between the slip systems can be incorporated through the use of state variables. Furthermore, a rate-dependent approach is also typically employed to relate the shear stresses and shear strains on the different slip systems. The kinematics of the model was summarized by Dao and Asaro (Ref 176) . The deformation gradient, F, is decomposed into a plastic deformation, F p , which is the summation of the shear strain for each slip system, and a combination of elastic deformation and rigid body motion of the crystal lattice, F e , as shown in Fig. 13 , that is: 
)
where the tensors P (s) and W (s) have been introduced for notational convenience. Usually, the Cauchy or true stress, s, is employed for the stress integration. However, in this section, the Kirchhoff stress, t, is considered By ignoring the elastic volume change, the Cauchy stress is related to the Kirchhoff stress, t, through the relationship t = Js, where J is the determinant of F e . Writing the rate of deformation tensor as the sum of elastic and plastic parts, an objective stress rate, ! t, can be expressed as:
where K is the fourth-order elastic modulus tensor, and D is the rate of deformation tensor. Then, the resolved shear stress at the end of the time step becomes:
where
The resolved shear stress, t (s) , also follows the rate-dependent hardening rule:
where g o is the shear yield stress on a slip system. Finally, the resolved shear stress defined by Eq 69 and 70 must have the same value at t+Dt: 
Ideal Forming Design Theory
Finite element (FE) methods are used mostly for analysis of boundary-value problems. This means that the problem is well set, with known tool and blank geometries, material and interface properties, and realistic stress-and displacement-imposed boundary conditions. This type of application of the method is referred to as FE analysis. However, in practice, the final shape of the product is imposed, and the manufacturing process needs to be designed around it. Therefore, in order to improve the conventional trial-and-error-based practices for optimizing forming processes, either by experiments or FE analysis, an FE design theory, called ideal forming theory, was proposed (Ref 167, 168, 178) . The FE implementation is a time-efficient one-step code, providing not only the initial blank geometry but all the intermediate shapes and the entire load history necessary to achieve it, thus providing invaluable information about the ideal process parameters. This application is referred to as FE design.
In this theory, materials are prescribed to deform following the minimum plastic work path. The final product shape is specified, and the initial blank shape is obtained from the global extremum plastic work criterion as a one-step backward solution. Although the theory is general enough to accommodate any other form of constraints, the underlying physical assumption of this extremum work condition is that the strain gradients are minimized on the overall part, thus departing as much as possible from plastic flow localization modes. In order to consider local thinning effects due to friction, a method based on a modified extremum work criterion has also been developed When a sheet (or tube) is discretized with meshes and the surface tractions are approximated by point forces, the total plastic work, W, becomes a function of the initial and final configurations, assuming that the minimum plastic work path is imposed on each material element, that is:
where " s(" e), " e= Ð d" e, and V 0 are the effective stress, the effective strain, and the initial volume of the part, respectively. The parameters x i and X i are the final and initial positions of the ith node in the global Cartesian coordinate system. As mentioned previously, in this method, the part shape (x i ) is prescribed, and the initial blank shape (X i ) is the output of the numerical simulation. Therefore, the optimization is performed with respect to the initial configuration. In the ideal forming theory, when the minimum plastic work path is imposed for each material element, the initial blank shape is obtained by optimizing the plastic work or, more specifically, by imposing dW/dX i = 0. Another term is added to this equation when friction is taken into account. In this optimization, constraints pertaining to the initial shape are also imposed. For instance, the initial blank must be on a given surface, for instance, a flat sheet, a cylindrical tube, and so on. In tube hydroforming, the preform shape must be straight with a uniform cross section if the tube is extruded. Therefore, the additional constraint is that each node-set in Fig. 14 must move the same amount in the " X 3 direction. Because of the mathematical form of Eq 73, it is much more convenient to describe the material with a strain-rate potential (see the section "Strain-Rate Potentials" in this article), which emphasizes the importance of this type of material description, particularly applied to aluminum alloy products. The combination of plastic work optimization, material behavior, friction conditions, and initial shape constraints reduces to a system of nonlinear equations that can be solved for X i (corresponding to the initial blank shape), using a Newton-Raphson solver.
Of course, this theory is based on ideal deformation conditions. More realistic simulations can be achieved with FE analysis codes, but the ideal forming theory provides a quick and excellent initial mapping of the forming process needed to manufacture a product, thus limiting the number of costly experimental and FE analysis trials.X
Application Examples
Example 1: Shear Testing Simulation. This first example pertains to the simulation of the simple shear test. This example illustrates the numerical testing and possible issues, such as implementation, input data, and so on, that should be addressed before performing the simulation of a complex forming operation. Simple examples also validate the choice of the constitutive models used in the simulations. In this particular example, the simple shear test shows that the constitutive response of material subjected to a given deformation mode (e.g., shear) can be well approximated using constitutive equations identified using information measured on different stress states (e.g., uniaxial tension or balanced biaxial tension).
Simple shear tests were conducted on a commercial-purity 1050-O and automotive 6022-T4 aluminum alloy sheet samples on a device similar to that shown in Fig. 4 . The testing was performed in two specimen orientations, that is, with shear in the transverse direction (TD) or at 45 from the rolling direction (RD). The 1050-O sheet sample was 3 mm (0.12 in.) thick, and the shear specimen was 40 by 40 mm (1.6 by 1.6 in.), with a shear zone width of 8 mm (0.3 in.) (Fig. 15) . The 6022-T4 sheet sample was 1 mm (0.04 in.) thick, and the shear specimen was 60 by 15 mm (2.4 by 0.6 in.), with a shear zone width of 3 mm (0.12 in.) (Fig. 15) . More details concerning these tests are reported in Ref 177, 188 , and 189. For 1050-O, the experimental shear stress/shear strain curves along the two shear directions showed that the material exhibits anisotropic strain hardening (Fig. 16) . The strain hardening in the initial stage of plastic deformation is higher for simple shear in the TD (90 ) but saturates prematurely compared to simple shear at 45 from the RD. For 6022-T4, this effect is also observed but much less pronounced. In previous work (Ref 23, 188, 189) , two microstructural parameters were invoked to explain this phenomenon: dislocation cell structure and crystallographic texture. The pole figures were measured using standard x-ray diffraction techniques. The resulting (111) pole figures (Fig. 17) indicated that both as-received materials exhibited a preponderant {100}n001m cube texture, although stronger in the 1050-O sheet sample than in the 6022-T4. As expected, the 1050-O sample developed a well-defined dislocation microstructure during deformation, principally dislocation walls on the (111) planes oriented near the planes of maximum shear stress. The 6022-T4 alloy also displayed a dislocation structure with similar features, but the walls were much fainter and the overall dislocation distribution was more uniform (Fig. 18) .
Simulations. Two constitutive models, phenomenological and polycrystal, were implemented into the user material subroutines provided in FE commercial codes (Yld2004-18p yield function into MSC.Marc HYPELA2, MSC. Software Corp., and polycrystal model into ABAQUS UMAT, ABAQUS Inc.) and used for the simple shear test simulations. The meshes and boundary conditions for the shear tests are represented in Fig. 19 . The left grip was fixed, while the right grip was allowed to move along the vertical direction only. The FE meshes were generated only for the shear deformation zone of the specimens (not the grip area), using 320 and 800 uniform elements for 1050-O and 6022-T4, respectively, with a single layer through the thickness direction (Fig. 19) .
The input data and resulting Yld2004-18p coefficients (see the section "Anisotropic Yield Functions" in this article) for the 1050-O and 6022-T4 sheet samples are given in Tables 1  and 2 , respectively. For the FE simulations performed with Yld2004-18p, isotropic hardening was assumed with the stress-strain relationships:
1050-O: "
s=K(" e+" e 0 ) n , K=132 MPa Figure 20 represents the effective stress contours for the shear specimens deformed up to a shear strain of c/2 = 0.25 for the 1050-O and 6022-T4 sheet samples. It was observed that the experimental and predicted shapes of the specimen ends were very similar. Moreover, the FE simulations indicated that, for the strain range investigated, the deformation in the shear specimens was quite uniform, that is, end effects were minimal. The shear stress/shear strain curves along the two shear directions (at 45 from RD and in the TD) for the 1050-O and 6022-T4 sheet samples as predicted with Yld2004-18p are given in Fig. 21 . The results were found to be in good agreement with the experimental trends (Fig. 16) . For 1050-O, although the material was assumed to exhibit isotropic hardening, the simulations were able to reproduce a certain amount of anisotropic hardening observed experimentally during simple shear. For 6022-T4, although the difference in hardening between the two test orientations was noticeable and consistent with the experiments, this effect was small. The influence of the element size was evaluated by performing simulations with only one element (1 by 1 by 0.1, unit: millimeters) for both materials. It was shown that the element size had only a negligible effect on the results (Fig. 21) . Therefore, the simulations using crystal plasticity were performed with only one element.
For simulations using a rate-dependent crystal-plasticity model (see the section "Crystal-Plasticity Models" in this article), a trial-and-error method was employed to find the hardening parameters that provided a good approximation of the uniaxial hardening curves (and biaxial curve for 6022-T4). The strain-rate sensitivity coefficient for 1050-O was set to 0.01, which corresponds to the experimental value. For 6022-T4, the strain-rate sensitivity coefficient was arbitrarily set to 0.001, because the experimental value for this type of material is usually close to zero or slightly negative. The textures corresponding to the (111) pole figures (Fig. 17) , which include approximately 1000 grain orientations each, were used as input. The simple shear-hardening curves predicted with crystal plasticity are shown in Fig. 22 for both sheet samples. Again, the trends predicted with this model were in very good agreement with the experiments (Fig. 16) . The relative shapes of the stress-strain curves predicted with crystal plasticity were similar to those predicted with the phenomenological model, but the strain-hardening difference was larger.
In summary, the simple shear stress-strain curves of 1050-O and 6022-T4 aluminum alloy sheet samples were predicted using FE analyses with two constitutive material descriptions. Although the constitutive coefficients were identified using uniaxial tension and bulge test stress-strain curves, the simple shear-hardening responses were in good agreement with the experiments. It was shown that, even for a material exhibiting an isotropic strain-hardening behavior, the simple shear behavior could display an apparent anisotropic strain-hardening behavior due to the combined effect of plastic anisotropy and realistic boundary conditions. Crystal plasticity, led to a real anisotropic-hardening effect resulting from crystallographic texture evolution. Both effects, apparent and real, could fully explain the behavior of 1050-O and 6022-T4 sheet samples in simple shear. It was also concluded that the apparent anisotropic hardening was due to texture but not to dislocation microstructure. More details can be found in Ref 177 . Example 2: Finite Element Analysis of Cup Drawing. Cup drawing is not only a material test but also a forming operation, which accounts for the combined effects of blankholder force, friction, and sheet bending/unbending. Drawing of a circular blank with a circular punch is one of the best benchmarks to evaluate planar anisotropy. After this operation, the wall-height profile around the periphery of the resulting cup is usually not constant but exhibits peaks (also called ears) and valleys. The objective of this example is to show how FE analysis can be used to describe cup drawing for a 2090-T3 alloy sheet, which exhibits more than four ears. The Yld2004-18p yield function (see section "Material Modeling" in this article, and Ref 42) was used for the description of the plastic behavior of the aluminum alloy sheet. The FE cup-height profile was computed and compared with the results of a simple but more time-efficient analytical model as well as with experimental results.
Using the isotropic-hardening assumption, there have been previous efforts to simulate anisotropic phenomena such as the formation of ears in drawing circular blanks for aluminum alloy sheets. Finite-Element-Based Earing Profile. The input data used to determine the anisotropy coefficients of the 2090-T3 aluminum alloy sheet sample are given in Tables 3 and 4 . Polycrystal calculations were used to determine the out-ofplane properties given in Table 3 . The out-ofplane data consisted of uniaxial tension yield stresses obtained at 45 between the symmetry axes in the planes (RD, normal direction, or ND; RD) and (TD, ND), where ND is the normal direction of the sheet, and the simple shear yield stresses in these planes. Therefore, the 18 coefficients for the yield function were optimized using 20 input data. The Yld2004-18p coefficients (see the section "Anistropic Yield Functions" in this article) are given in Table 5 . It is worth noting that, if a crystal-plasticity model were not available or if a plane-stress shell model was employed for Yld2004-18p, the assumption a 7 = a 8 = a 16 = a 17 = 1 could be employed for the out-of-plane anisotropy coefficients. The stress-strain curve used for the simulation was given by the relationship " s=646(0:025+" e) 0:227 (MPa). Figure 23 shows the yield surfaces of the 2090-T3 sheet sample predicted using Yld2004-18p. Figure 24 depicts the normalized yield stress and r-value anisotropies, calculated with Yld2004-18p and determined experimentally. In Fig. 24 , the results of another yield function, denoted Yld96 (Ref 193) , are included for comparison purposes. Yld2004-18p accounts for uniaxial properties measured every 15 in the plane of the sheet, whereas the other yield function accounts for tensile properties in only three directions. These figures show that Yld2004-18p accurately captures yield stress and r-value directionalities very well.
A sketch of the cup-drawing process that was simulated is shown in Fig. 25 The blankholding force was selected to provide a pressure of approximately 1% of the yield stress in order to prevent wrinkling. The friction coefficient was chosen as a typical value for a well-lubricated interface between the sheet and the blankholder. Only a quarter section of the cup with the associated symmetry boundary conditions was analyzed in light of the orthotropic material symmetry. A total of 340 solid elements and 747 nodes with one layer of elements through the sheet thickness were used for the simulation. A user-material subroutine combined with MSC.Marc was employed, based on an implicit time-integration scheme. The Newton-Raphson residual norm of 0.0001 was chosen in the FE simulations for the convergence criterion. Approximately 2 h were required to complete the FE cup-drawing analysis using an HP 730 computer (HewlettPackard Co.). Figure 26 shows the deformed configurations of the completely drawn cups. The results obtained with Yld96 are included for comparison purposes. It can be seen that Yld96 predicts four ears, while Yld2004-18p predicts six. In Fig. 27 , measured and predicted cup-height profiles (also called earing profiles) are compared for the 2090-T3 sheet sample. For an orthotropic material, the cup-height profile between 0 and 90 should be a mirror image of the cup-height profile between 90 and 180 with respect to the 90 axis. However, the measured earing profile slightly deviates from this condition. This deviation may have occurred because the center of the blank was not aligned properly with the centers of the die and the punch during the drawing experiment. Generally, this plot shows that the earing profile obtained from the present theory is in very good agreement with the measured 2profile. In particular, the small ears around 0 (or 360 ) and 180 are well predicted.
In summary, this example indicates that an appropriate phenomenological yield function can be used in the FE simulation of the drawing process to predict an earing profile in good agreement with the experimental profile, even for a cup exhibiting more than four ears. In order to obtain this type of accuracy, the anisotropy of the tensile properties must be described very accurately. In the present case, r-values and flow stresses were determined with tensile tests conducted every 15 in the plane of the sheet and were very well captured with the yield function Yld2004-18p.
Analytical Earing Profile. Sometimes, for a quick assessment, it is advantageous to use a simple analytic equation to predict the earing profile. For this purpose, the blank of a cup is viewed as a ring (Fig. 28) , the inner edge of which is drawn into the inside cavity under uniform displacement boundary control. When the ring starts to draw in, different levels of compressive strains are generated circumferentially due to planar anisotropy. The corresponding radial strains, contributing to the cup-height profile (earing profile), result from the incompressibility condition under a planestress state.
From Fig. 28 , it is clear that the behavior of the ring in the rolling direction is controlled by the property of the material in compression in the transverse direction. Generalizing, the behavior of the ring in the direction defined by h is controlled by the property of the material in compression in the direction defined by h+90 . Assuming that, for a given direction, uniaxial tension and compression lead to identical properties, the r-value directionality can provide a reasonable approximation of the strains at the rim of the ring (Ref 180) . For the completely drawn cup (Fig. 29) , it is assumed that no deformation of the sheet occurs at the flat punch head. Hence, the wall deformation can be mapped with the deformation of the flange, leading to an expression for the total cup height as a function of the parameter h ( Ref 194) :
where R c is given by R c = (R p +R d )/2. The parameter h describes the angle (in degrees) between the position of the rim considered and the rolling direction. Equation 74 was derived based on a midplane geometry by neglecting the sheet thickness. Using this equation, it is possible to calculate the approximate cup height from the initial blank size, cup geometry and r-value directionality.
The analytical prediction H h (Fig. 27 ) leads to six ears, in agreement with the FE simulation results obtained with Yld2004-18p and the experimental data. It is also worth mentioning that the resulting cup-height profiles exhibit a number of peaks and valleys equal to the number of maxima and minima of the r-value directionality (Fig. 24) . More precisely, peaks and valleys as defined by the angle h in the earing profile correspond to maxima and minima, respectively, in the r-value directionality expressed as a function of h+90
. Although additional verifications are needed, these results suggest that, for a given material, the relative earing profile and r-value directionality are "mirror images" of each other with respect to the transverse direction.
Example 3: Finite Element Simulation of Reverse Cup Drawing. Reverse cup drawing, proposed as a benchmark example at the NUMISHEET '99 conference ( Ref 196) illustrates the importance of the yield function for accurate FE modeling simulations. In this process, plastic anisotropy, friction, and sheet bending/unbending are all relevant parameters. Simulation results were compared with data available from the conference proceedings (Ref 196) .
The workpiece material was an aluminum alloy 6016-T4 sheet sample. The stress-strain curve and yield surfaces were described by the Swift law and the Yld2000-2d yield function (Ref 41), respectively. Because the biaxial yield stress was not available for this material, the assumption s b = s 0 was employed, based on the properties of similar materials. The eight coefficients of Yld2000-2d were obtained with seven input data using the practical assumption c 00 12 = c 00 21 = 0 (see the section "Anisotropic Yield Functions" in this article). Tables 6 to 8 list the different data and coefficients used for this material. For this 6016-T4 sheet sample, an excellent agreement was observed between experimental and calculated (Yld2000-2d) variations of the r-value and the flow stress as a function of the angle between rolling and tension direction (Fig. 30) . For comparison purposes, the amplitude of the flow stress anisotropy predicted with Hill's 1948 yield function, also represented in Fig. 30 , is largely overestimated. This is because with this classical yield function, the anisotropy coefficients are calculated with the r-values only as input, not the flow stresses.
The specific dimensions of the tools are given in the NUMISHEET '99 proceedings (Ref 196) . Only a quarter section of the cup was analyzed in light of the orthotropic material symmetry. The cup-drawing simulation was performed assuming isotropic hardening; that is, the yieldfunction coefficients were kept constant during deformation. It took 120 and 180 steps to translate the punch 60 mm (2.4 in.) in the forward and 80 mm (3.2 in.) in the reverse directions, respectively.
Experimental Validation. Figure 32 shows the deformed cups at intermediate and final stages of the forward and reverse drawing steps. Figure 33 shows that the predicted loaddisplacement curves agree qualitatively with the experimental curves, although the simulated results underestimate the measured loads. This can probably be attributed to the lack of transverse shear stress in the general thin-shell formulation. Figures 34(a) and (b) show the predicted and experimental thickness-strain distributions measured along the rolling and diagonal (45 from RD) directions, respectively, after the forward and reverse drawing operations. Although the simulated thickness in the flange area in the diagonal direction is slightly overestimated, the agreement between predictions and measurements is generally excellent. The overestimation in the diagonal direction is presumably due to the thin-shell formulation without half-thickness consideration of the sheet material. Nevertheless, this example shows that the material description with Yld2000-2d was able to capture experimental results very well despite the assumption of isotropic hardening, in particular, the different strain profiles in the two directions (rolling and diagonal) investigated. Moreover, separate simulations using the more classical yield function proposed by Hill (Ref 35) could not be completed because of convergence issues. It is believed that these problems were due to the anisotropy of the sheet, which, as suggested by Fig. 30 , was largely overestimated using the more classical yield function. This anisotropy was thought to be responsible for locally excessive blankholder force and element distortion, leading, in turn, to a numerical instability. The FE analyses were carried out using the Yld91 (Ref 37) planar anisotropic material model (a particular case of Yld2004-18p). Onehalf of the circular blank was discretized into 2100 elements (30 elements in the radial direction and 70 elements in the circumferential direction) and 2201 nodes (Fig. 35) . The wrinkling behavior was described using the bifurcation algorithm mentioned in the section "Compressive Instability" in this article. The process parameters and material constants used in the analysis are listed in Table 9 .
Finite element analyses and experiments were carried out to determine the onset of wrinkling and the number of wrinkles for various values of the blankholding force. Figure 36 shows the measured and computed configurations of the cup after partial drawing. The experiments were carried out three times for each value of the blankholding force. When this force was set to 2 kN (0.22 tonf), 14 wrinkles resulted from the FE analysis, while 9, 11, and 12 wrinkles were observed experimentally. When the blankholding force was equal to 5 kN (0.56 tonf), 22 wrinkles were predicted, and 17, 18, and 19 were measured. Finally, for a blankholding force of 8 kN (0.90 tonf), the predicted wrinkle number was 32, while the experimental numbers were 24, 27, and 28. The number of wrinkles obtained from the FE analyses were in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the larger number of wrinkles measured on the cups drawn with a higher blankholding force was well captured by the model. Figure 37 (a) shows the critical punch stroke at which wrinkling grew abruptly, and Fig. 37(b) shows the normalized wrinkle wavelength. In Fig. 37(a) , it is shown that the load corresponding to the onset of wrinkling was overestimated by the FE analyses and that the onset and growth of wrinkles was retarded as the blankholding force increased. It is thought that initial imperfections, such as eccentricity of the circular blank with the tool and the nonflatness of the initial blank, may have accelerated the initiation of wrinkling. With the application of grease as a lubricant, a lower force may have led to a larger gap between the blank and blankholder, which could have resulted in imperfections with higher initial amplitudes. Figure 37(b) shows that the normalized wrinkling wavelength decreased (more wrinkles) as the blankholding force increased. This is because, as the blankholding force increased, the lower bifurcation mode was constrained, and wrinkling took place in a higher bifurcation mode. It was also shown in Fig. 37(b) that the number of wrinkles is overestimated (wrinkling wavelength underestimated) by the FE analysis, which is also thought to be due to the effects of imperfections. Figure 38 shows the normalized critical wrinkling stress for various blankholding forces, which was obtained by averaging the circumferential stress of the edge elements for the punch stroke at which wrinkling grew abruptly. As can be expected, the critical wrinkling stress increased as the blankholding force increased. Considering the difficulty and sensitivity of all contributing parameters in the modeling of wrinkling, the predictions of the FE analysis are considered to be in very good agreement with the experimental results. This shows that the FE analysis, combined with a bifurcation algorithm, can be used reliably for the analysis of wrinkle initiation and growth in sheet metal forming processes.
Material and Friction Effects. Material properties such as strain-hardening rate and plastic anisotropy can have an effect on the wrinkling behavior of sheet metal. In order to investigate this effect, the initiation and growth of wrinkles in the cylindrical cup-drawing process were computed with the Swift hardening law and Hill's 1948 yield function, assuming planar isotropy (in-plane properties are the same; also called normal anisotropy). Figure 39 shows the simulated critical punch stroke at which wrinkling initiates for various values of the normal anisotropy coefficient, r, and of the strainhardening exponent, n. In Fig. 39(a) , wrinkling initiation occurred at higher punch strokes (loads) as the value of the anisotropy coefficient increased, and it disappeared when this coefficient reached a value of 2.0. Examination of the yield surface shows that the material can flow plastically with a lower pure shear stress (s s ) in the flange when the anisotropy parameter r is higher. This means that a lower in-plane compressive stress (s = -s s ) is needed to deform the material, thus postponing wrinkling to higher loads. Figure 39(b) shows that increasing values of the strain-hardening exponent delayed the onset of wrinkling. Moreover, strain-hardening exponents of 0.25 and 0.3 inhibited the occurrence of wrinkling. This result appears to be reasonable, because a higher strain-hardening exponent leads to a larger elastoplastic modulus. All these simulation results were consistent with the experiments of Narayanasamy and Sowerby (Ref 197) , who showed that sheets with higher normal anisotropy and strain-hardening rate resist wrinkling better.
Finite element simulations were also carried out with the Yld91 yield function (Ref 37) in order to assess the influence of planar anisotropy (different in-plane properties) on the wrinkling behavior. The anisotropy coefficients used in this investigation are listed in Table 9 . A blankholding force of 3 kN (0.34 tonf) was imposed. Figures 40(a) and (b) show the deformed configurations analyzed with normal anistropy (Hill's 1948) and planar (Yld91) anisotropy, respectively. For normal anisotropy, wrinkling was predicted to occur at a punch stroke of 25 mm (1.0 in.), and the number of wrinkles was 20. For planar anisotropy, however, the compressive instability initiated at a punch stroke of 20 mm (0.8 in.) and produced 18 wrinkles. This effect was explained by the thickness in the flange, which is no longer uniform due to planar anisotropy. This nonuniformity could induce imperfections and modify the susceptibility to wrinkling. However, the comparison between these two simulations is not rigorous because, in addition to the two types of anisotropy (normal and planar), two yield functions were used. The difference in wrinkle number could also be influenced by the generally higher shear yield stress of Hill's 1948 yield function compared to Yld91.
Finite element analyses were performed under constant blankholder force (BHF) with various values of the Coulomb friction coefficient. The corresponding deformed configurations are shown in Fig. 41 . When the friction coefficient increased, the number of wrinkles decreased, and when this coefficient reached a value of 0.2, tearing took place instead of wrinkling. Figure 42 shows the number of wrinkles, the critical punch stroke at which wrinkling grows abruptly, and the edge draw-in for various values of the friction coefficient. It was shown that if wrinkling initiates a higher punch stroke, the number of wrinkles decreases. This is due to the fact that edge draw-in decreases because of the higher friction force, and therefore, lower compressive circumferential stress is induced.
Example 5: Finite Element Simulation of Hemming Operations. Hemming is a process used in the automotive industry to join inner and outer skins of components such as hoods, doors and deck lids. Hemming is a 180 bending operation conducted in three steps: a bending or flanging step, followed by prehemming and final hemming steps. Parameters such as the die radius, the flange radius and length, and the prehemming punch travel influence the final product quality. Typical Al-Mg-Si 6XXX-T4 sheet processed by conventional means usually produces acceptable relieved flat hem ratings.
In this example, a specific 6XXX-T4 alloy sheet exhibited successful flat hemming when the hem line was aligned with the rolling direction (RD-oriented hem). However, when the hem line was aligned with the transverse direction (TD-oriented hem), unacceptable hem ratings, that is, with some amount of cracking, could be observed. Because of mechanical fibering, it is counterintuitive that the RDoriented hem leads to a better performance than the TD-oriented hem.
It is known that the stress level affects shear localization and cracking, everything else being constant. Therefore, these analyses pointed to the influence of the stress on fracture during hemming. The stress state that is prominent in hemming corresponds to plane strain, characterized by the major component s p . The relevant values of this stress component are associated with the RD and TD directions for the two specific cases of TD-and RD-oriented hemming, respectively. These stresses can be evaluated relative to the RD tensile yield stress, s y , using the yield surface concept. The planestrain yield stress is a function of the anistropy ratio H = s p /s y , which depends on the yieldsurface shape and consequently on crystallographic texture. Therefore, texture analyses and crystal-plasticity yield-surface calculations were conducted for typical and experimental 6XXX-T4 sheet samples. The results showed that, in general, the yield surface was distorted (anistropic) and that the RD plane-strain yield stress, s p RD , was higher than the TD plane-strain yield stress, s p TD , particularly for the experimental material. This may explain why RDoriented hemming was acceptable (lower s p TD ) and TD-oriented hemming was more prone to fracture (s p RD much higher) for the experimental material. Because it is usually desired to maximize s y for product applications, the other control parameter, H, can be modified to reduce the plane-strain yield stress. In this particular example, texture analyses and crystal-plasticity models can be used to define the appropriate texture and provide information for alloy processing. This aspect is not covered here, but the simulation of the hemming process is.
Finite element simulations of the hemming process were carried out for the 6XXX-T4 sheet sample in the RD and TD orientations using the Yld2004-18p yield function to account for plastic anistropy. The material data for the conventionally processed alloy are shown in Ref 198 . Figure 43 summarizes the results. This figure shows that the maximum plastic strain computed in the bent area is approximately the same for all specimens but one, that is, the TD-oriented hem specimen for the experimental alloy. This is in good agreement with observations, because this specimen only exhibits cracks on the hem line. Figure 44 shows a close-up view of one of the simulated hem specimens. It shows that the maximum strain is not located at 90 with respect to the plane of the sheet but in a location that agrees well with experimental observations of the cracking zone. forming, trimming/piercing, and springback. In this example, the final shape of the part is particularly dominated by the effect of springback. The lower punch, binder, and upper die used during forming are illustrated in Fig. 45 . This tooling geometry had a x-z plane of symmetry at y = 0. A 5182-O aluminum alloy sheet, 1.6 mm (0.06 in.) thick, was used as a blank material. In order to characterize the material with Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p yield functions (see the section "Anisotropic Yield Functions" in this article), tensile tests conducted in different directions from rolling, with angles in 15 steps, as well as bulge and disk-compression tests were performed. Figure 46 shows that the experimental r-value and flow-stress directionalities are very well captured Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p yield functions.
The process parameters used in the forming simulation were as follows: Moving in the Àz-direction
In the forming simulation, the maximum downward velocity of the upper die was limited to 5 m/s (16 ft/s). The initial setup positions and physical dimensions of the draw beads were well described in the benchmark specifications (Ref 198) . In the present forming simulation, line beads were used. The initial blank was modeled with coarse meshes (3124 shell elements). During the forming simulation, two-level adaptive mesh refinement was applied, and the final number of elements after forming was 27,610. Figure 47 shows that the plastic strain contours predicted with Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p are almost coincident. The reason is that, as suggested in Fig. 46 , both yield functions predict the same plastic behavior. The calculations based on Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p took approximately 3 and 13 h, respectively. Figure 48 shows the sections used for the draw-in measurements (d1, d2, etc.). In this simulation, a penalty method was used to enforce the contact conditions. The use of a very large penalty coefficient could cause partial contact of the left lower corner of the part, because of the coarseness of the mesh. This partial contact could result in very inaccurate draw-in. In order to establish the whole contact of the sheet under the binder, an appropriate penalty coefficient should be used. In this work, a finer mesh was used, which drastically reduced, the influence of the penalty parameter. Table 10 shows that the amounts of draw-in predicted by the FE simulation were in good agreement with the measurements, even though the simulation used a line-bead approach.
After forming, trimming and piercing were simulated with the aid of the IGES line data (a given international standard for surface file format). Figure 49 shows the step-by-step procedure. All the state variables were mapped without any changes during the trimming and piercing processes.
Springback. The boundary conditions for the springback analysis of the underbody crossmember panel are shown in Fig. 50 . In addition to the x-z plane of symmetry, boundary conditions were applied at two points ("A" and "B") in 
Fig. 46
Normalized flow stress and r-value experimentally measured and calculated using Yld2000-2d and Yld2004-18p yield functions as a function of the angle between the rolling and tensile directions for an aluminum alloy 5182-O sheet sample order to eliminate any rigid body motion. Figures 51 and 52 show the predicted displacement magnitude and the effective stress contour before and after springback, respectively. It can be observed that the effective stress level is higher before than that after springback. This means that springback occurs in a direction that minimizes the residual stresses. The predicted amounts of draw-in and the profiles of specific sections of the panel (Fig. 53: section I, y = 0, and section IV, y = À370) after springback were compared with experimental results. Figure 54(a) shows that the prescribed profile obtained from the present simulation for section I was in excellent agreement with the experiment. In particular, the curled shape of the right wall was well predicted. Tube hydroforming is a complex process, and it is essential to understand the basic technology to take advantage of the inherent formability of the material. In this process, while the tube is pressurized, axial forces are applied to its ends in order to overcome frictional effects, which cause premature failure by strain localization. However, if the axial forces are too large, buckling or wrinkling can occur. Consequently, a proper combination of internal pressure and axial compressive force is important to prevent necking (therefore, tearing) as well as buckling. In addition to these process parameters, it is necessary to understand the influence of the tooling geometry, lubrication, and material behavior. Designing die and preform shapes, especially in the early stage, is one of the most difficult tasks. Optimal design is essential to produce final products without defects and to effectively reduce production time.
Recently, FE analyses were applied to the design of the tube hydroforming forming process. Guan Preform Design. The use of the ideal forming theory for the optimal design of preforms is illustrated on two industrial hydroformed parts. The examples illustrate how the crosssectional shape and the tube length can be optimized. Assuming that the final geometry is specified and, as a constraint, the initial thickness of the tube is imposed, an optimal straight, hollow preform (before bending) is determined from this design theory.
In the two examples, the isotropic strainrate potential Srp93 (Ref 51, 52 , as well as the section "Strain-Rate Potentials" in this article) was used to describe the material plasticity, with the exponent set to the recommended value of b = 4/3 for aluminum alloys. The stress-strain curve was approximated by the Swift law with the following parameters " s= 359:8(0:001+" e) 0:223 MPa. For the first example, the uniform thickness of the tube preforms was assumed to be equal to 2 mm (0.08 in.). The final part shape after hydroforming is shown in Fig. 55 . Only a half-section was considered in the simulation in view of the part symmetry. Because the solution is the result of a one-step procedure, it took only 2 min to complete the calculation of the initial preform shape. The ideal forming design code showed that the amount of optimal end feeding was 3.3 mm (0.13 in.), with an average pressure of 60.8 MPa (8.8 ksi), while the experimental feeding and pressure were 3.7 mm (0.15 in.) and 75 MPa (10.9 ksi), respectively, to successfully manufacture the final part. Figure 56 compares the thickness strains predicted with friction coefficients of 0.15 and 0.0 (no friction). This figure shows that when the frictional effect is incorporated, more thinning is observed.
In the second example, the part geometry shown in Fig. 57 was considered. Figure 58 represents the predicted optimal preform tube calculated with the ideal forming code, neglecting the influence of friction. The results showed that the optimal cross section was not circular but close to an ellipse. The predicted thickness strain contours, which are also an output of the model, are plotted on the final part geometry in Fig. 57 .
These two examples illustrate that the ideal forming code can provide useful information in the early stage of design, which ultimately reduces the number of FE iterations required to finalize the design of a forming process.
Example 8: Finite Element Simulations in the Design of a Beverage Can End. In the rigid-packaging industry, products with smaller cut-edges and reduced design characteristics have been proposed to decrease overall product costs. However, for beverage can applications, clam-shell failures, as shown in Fig. 59(a) , are often observed for many of the newly proposed end designs. Thus, a new geometric design that further increases the buckle pressure without clam-shell failure is an important and critical issue. In this example, finite element (FE) simulations were conducted to predict the resistance to clam-shell buckling and failure in the context of a Taguchi design approach (Ref 1). A plane stress yield function (Yld2000-2d; Ref 41) , which accurately describes the behavior of aluminum alloy sheet was employed to model plastic anisotropy (see Fig. 7 ). The criterion for clam-shell failure was the forming limit curve (FLC) discussed in the section "Tensile Instability" in this article. Once the failure shape was properly predicted, the Taguchi method was used to extract the most important factors from the many possible design variables and to evaluate their influence on the initial buckle pressure. Finally, a new optimum design was proposed to improve the buckle pressure without clam-shell failure.
Buckle Pressure Calculation. In order to predict the buckle pressure, the center displacement of the shell was obtained from FE simulations. Figure 60 shows a schematic illustration of the shell center displacement as a function of pressure at several stages. The displacement at the center increases gradually at the early stage of pressurization. After this transient period (at the end of which the clam-shell initiates), the displacement increases abruptly. The pressure associated to this rapid change is defined as the critical buckle pressure and corresponds to the intersection of the two tangent lines in Fig. 60 . Figure 59 compares the observed and simulated deformed shapes of the can end, which are in excellent agreement.
Design Optimization. After confirming the applicability of the FE simulation approach, a number of numerical simulations were conducted instead of experiments to optimize the design parameters in an efficient way. Eight among the twelve geometrical parameters shown in Fig. 61 were selected as variables (denoted A to H in Table 11 ) to design the best geometry allowing an increase of the buckle pressure. An L 18 orthogonal array (Ref 1, 218) was constructed to define a set of 18 simulations (Table  11) , which were used to evaluate the influence of each of the eight selected design parameters on the buckle pressure (Fig. 62) . By this means, Parameter G was found to be most critical factor influencing the buckle pressure.
Further work was conducted in investigate in more detail the influence of this parameter and other conditions. Using the FE simulations, it was found that a buckle pressure of p final = 0.64 MPa could be obtained by judicious choice of the design geometry. This pressure was 0.07 MPa (11%) higher than the maximum pressure obtained with the original can end design. Moreover, the new design led to reduction of the maximum effective strain from 0.56 to 0.19, preventing the occurrence of clam-shell failure. Figure 63 shows the simulated and experimental deformed shapes based on the new design, which did not lead to clam-shell failure.
Conclusions
The FE method applied to sheet metal forming process analysis and design, particularly for aluminum alloys, was briefly summarized in this article. Special emphasis was paid to the constitutive modeling and its implementation in FE codes. Tensile and compressive instabilities, which limit the formability of materials, as well as springback, which compromises the overall shape stability of a part, were analyzed. A few issues in the FE method, such as kinematics, element and matrix formulation, as well as stress-integration algorithms, were discussed. The ideal forming theory was briefly introduced as a direct method for the design of sheetforming or hydroforming processes.
In this article, specific constitutive models suitable for aluminum alloy sheets (or thin tube) were presented. These models were always able to capture experimental strain-hardening and plastic anisotropy features favorably. A variety of examples of sheet metal forming process simulations, such as cup-drawing, hemming, stamping, springback, hydroforming, and so on, were given as illustrative examples. The simulation results were generally in excellent agreement with experimental measurements. This overall theoretical approach illustrates the importance of material and process interactions. In principle, modeling of sheet forming and microstructure evolution should be a concurrent process. However, in view of the size of the forming simulations and the complexity of the physical phenomena occurring during plastic deformation, it seems more efficient to use macroscopic constitutive models with one or more internal variables to account for the microstructure. Constitutive models at a finer scale are, of course, very important for the understanding of the microstructure evolution, for material design, and for providing a basis for the development of more advanced macroscopic models. 
